In this paper, we propose an effective feature extraction algorithm, called Multi-Subregion based Correlation Filter Bank (MS-CFB), for robust face recognition. MS-CFB combines the benefits of global-based and local-based feature extraction algorithms, where multiple correlation filters corresponding to different face subregions are jointly designed to optimize the overall correlation outputs. Furthermore, we reduce the computational complexity of MS-CFB by designing the correlation filter bank in the spatial domain and improve its generalization capability by capitalizing on the unconstrained form during the filter bank design process. MS-CFB not only takes the differences among face subregions into account, but also effectively exploits the discriminative information in face subregions. Experimental results on various public face databases demonstrate that the proposed algorithm provides a better feature representation for classification and achieves higher recognition rates compared with several state-of-the-art algorithms.
Introduction
In the past few decades, we have witnessed a rapid development of the theories and algorithms of face recognition and its successful applications in access control, video surveillance, law enforcement, human computer interaction, and so on [1, 2, 3] . However, face recognition is still a very challenging task due to large face appearance variations caused by occlusions, aging, changes of illumination, facial expression, pose, etc. In particular, in many real-world applications, it often suffers from the small sample size (SSS) problem [2] since the training samples of each subject are very few, which can severely affect the performance of most face recognition algorithms especially when the dimension of facial feature space is high.
It has been well recognized that effective feature extraction (FE) plays an important role in the success of an face recognition algorithm [1, 2, 3, 4] .
After the FE process, a proper low-dimensional feature vector, with which the class separability is enhanced and the computational complexity of subsequent classifiers is reduced, is generated. FE algorithms can be roughly grouped into two categories [4] : global-based and local-based. Global-based FE algorithms consider a face region as a whole. The extracted features contain the information embedded in the whole face [5] . On the other hand, local-based FE algorithms are based on face subregions (i.e., local facial features, such as eyes, nose, mouth, and chin [4, 6, 7] ) and encode the detailed characteristics within each face subregion.
Traditional local-based FE algorithms usually combine the outputs from different face subregions by adopting a fusion strategy (e.g., the majority voting [8] , the weighted sum [4, 9, 10] , or the concatenation of original/lowdimensional features [11, 12, 13] ). Note that the above-mentioned algorithms consider the local FE step and the combination of different subregions as two independent processes. Although many successful local-based FE algorithms have been proposed, it remains an open issue that how to combine these two processes as a whole.
In this paper, we propose an effective feature extraction algorithm, called Multi-Subregion based Correlation Filter Bank (MS-CFB), for robust face recognition. A new type of filter bank, i.e., Correlation Filter Bank (CFB), is employed in MS-CFB. We formulate the filter bank design as a minimization problem of the generalized Rayleigh quotient [14] , which has a closed-form solution. The advantages of this development are the reduction in the computational complexity and the simplification in the decision process, since we can obtain multiple correlation filters corresponding to different face subregions simultaneously.
Compared with traditional algorithms, the proposed MS-CFB algorithm has the following characteristics:
• MS-CFB makes use of local facial features to perform global FE. Therefore, MS-CFB exploits the benefits of both local face subregions and the whole face for extracting features, which incorporates the advantages of both global-based and local-based FE algorithms.
• Traditional local-based FE algorithms consider the local FE step and the combination of different face subregions as two independent processes. In contrast, MS-CFB tries to unify these two processes in an integrated framework. The local FE step of MS-CFB aims to optimize the overall correlation outputs from all face subregions. Such strategy enhances the effectiveness of local feature extraction.
• While conventional correlation filters [15] rely on the frequency domain representations, the design process of a CFB is based on the spatial domain representations, which effectively reduces the computational complexity during the filter bank design process (this is because the Fourier transforms used in traditional algorithms are not required).
Moreover, compared with commonly used constrained correlation filters in face recognition (such as OTF [15] ), a CFB is designed by capitalizing on the unconstrained form to improve its generalization capability.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Related work is discussed in Section 2. A detailed description of the proposed MS-CFB algorithm is presented in Section 3. In Section 4, the experimental results on various public face databases are given. Finally, the concluding remarks and future work are provided in Section 5.
Related Work
In this section, we begin with reviewing some widely used FE algorithms including popular global-based and local-based FE algorithms in Section 2.1.
Some traditional and recently developed correlation filters are described in Section 2.2. The motivation of this work is given in Section 2.3.
Global-based and Local-based FE Algorithms
A large number of global-based FE algorithms have been developed so far.
One of the most successful algorithms for face recognition is appearancebased algorithms, where a face is represented as a vector (e.g., it can be obtained by concatenating each row/column of a face image) [5, 16, 17] or a tensor [18, 19] . In practice, however, a high-dimensional vector or a tensor are too large to allow fast and robust face recognition. A common way to solve this problem is to use dimensionality reduction algorithms, such as Principal Component Analysis (PCA) [5] , Linear Discriminant Analysis (LDA) [16, 18] , or Class-dependence Feature Analysis (CFA) [20, 21] . Each projection vector in the projection matrix obtained by PCA (or LDA) tries to represent (or discriminate) all classes in the new feature space. On the other hand, each projection vector obtained by CFA, which is based on the design of the correlation filters, discriminates one class from all the other classes. Fig. 1 shows a comparison of the projection vectors obtained by LDA and CFA for a three-class problem. Global-based FE algorithms, however, do not consider the diversity of local facial structures which can be useful for classification. Recently, localbased FE algorithms have received much attention due to the fact that local facial features (such as eyes and mouth) are more robust to variations of illumination, facial expression, and pose. In [22] , the Local Feature Analysis (LFA) algorithm was introduced to encode the local topographic represen-tations of a face image, where kernels of local spatial support are used to extract information from local face subregions. Kim et al. [11] presented a component-based LDA FE algorithm for image retrieval. Each face subregion is firstly represented as the LDA coefficients in the Fisher subspace. Then, a feature vector is formulated by concatenating all of the coefficients. Finally, a holistic LDA [16] , which reduces the dimension of the combined feature vectors, is employed to obtain a compact representation. Li et al. [13] proposed a Block-based Bag Of Words (BBOW) algorithm for robust face recognition. Dense SIFT features [23] are calculated and quantized into different codewords for each face subregion. Then, histograms of each face subregion are concatenated to obtain a feature vector. Finally, linear SVM classifiers are employed to perform classification. Su et al. [4] proposed a novel face recognition algorithm which employs both global and local classifiers. The global feature vector is extracted from a whole face image by using the low frequency Fourier coefficients, while the local feature vector is constructed based on LDA. The final classifier is formed by combining (i.e., using the linear weighted sum) a global feature based classifier and a local feature based classifier. Zhu et al. [8] proposed a Patch-based Collaborative Representation based Classification (PCRC) algorithm for face recognition. The majority voting of the classification outputs from all face subregions is employed to make a final decision. Furthermore, in order to make PCRC less sensitive to the size of face subregions, a multi-scale scheme is used by integrating the complementary information obtained at different scales.
We should point out that, in this paper, we focus on the FE technique, mainly referred to dimensionality reduction [19] , which aims to find a mapping from a high-dimensional image space onto a desired low-dimensional face subspace in a global or local manner.
Correlation Filters
Since the pioneering work by VanderLugt [24] , correlation filters have been widely used in signal processing and pattern recognition for decades.
One of the most simple correlation filters is the Matched Filter (MF) [24, 25] , which uses the complex conjugate of a reference sample. An MF is optimal only when an input sample and the reference sample are identical except that they are with different white noises. However, for practical applications, an input sample suffers from different variations, such as rotations and illumination changes, and thus an MF does not perform well. Therefore, the composite correlation filters [20] were developed instead of a single correlation filter. For instance, Hester et al. [26] proposed the concept of the Synthetic Discriminant Function (SDF) filter, which is the weighted sum of
MFs. An SDF filter produces high correlation peaks for authentic samples but it does not consider impostor samples. A Minimum Average Correlation Energy (MACE) filter [27] was proposed to minimize the average energy of a correlation plane for all samples while constraining the correlation outputs for authentic samples. However, an MACE filter emphasizes high frequency parts of samples, which makes it susceptible to noise. An Optimal Tradeoff Filter (OTF) [28] was designed by combining a Minimum Variance Synthetic Discriminant Function (MVSDF) filter [29] (focusing on the low frequency parts of samples) and an MACE filter. Yan et al. [21] proposed an Optimal Extra-class Output Tradeoff Filter (OEOTF) to emphasize the outputs for extra-class samples.
Motivation
Recent studies [1, 4] have suggested that a hybrid-based FE algorithm, which makes use of both global-based and local-based FE algorithms, could potentially offer the best of the two types of algorithms. Hence, in this paper we combine global-based and local-based FE algorithms in a principled way.
Here, instead of extracting local facial features separately and then combining them by using the weighted sum or the majority voting, the proposed algorithm directly extracts a global feature vector based on the combination of local features. Meanwhile, the local FE steps for different face subregions are jointly performed so that the overall correlation outputs from all face subregions satisfy the design criterion.
On the other hand, to adapt to the correlation filter which is specifically designed for the face recognition task, instead of optimizing the whole correlation plane, we propose to optimize the origin peaks in the correlation plane. This improvement is motivated by the fact that the proposed feature extraction framework mainly considers the information of the origin peaks.
One merit of working on the origin peaks is that traditional Fourier transforms are not required (based on the generalized Parseval's theorem [30] ), which improves the computational efficiency during the design process.
Multi-Subregion Based Correlation Filter Bank (MS-CFB)
In this section, an overview of the proposed MS-CFB algorithm for face recognition is introduced in Section 3.1. The detailed design process of a CFB and feature extraction based on CFBs are described in Sections 3.2 and 3.3, respectively. Classification rule is presented in Section 3.4. The complete algorithm is given in Section 3.5. We discuss the proposed algorithm in Section 3.6.
Before formally presenting the proposed algorithm, we begin by introducing the notations used in this paper. Light case symbols represent the spatial domain while bold case ones refer to the frequency domain.
Overview of the MS-CFB Algorithm for Face Recognition
An overview of the proposed MS-CFB algorithm for face recognition is shown in Fig. 2 . Inspired by CFA [20, 21] , the proposed algorithm tries to distinguish one class from all the other classes for each projection vector. During the training stage, for each face image in the training set, it is firstly divided into multiple blocks of the same size (corresponding to different face subregions). Each face subregion is represented as a high-dimensional vector by concatenating the pixel values in the subregion (other face feature representations, such as SIFT [23] and Gabor [31] , can also be used). Secondly, a set of Correlation Filter Banks (CFBs) is designed for all classes (see Section 3.2) and then used to perform feature extraction (see Section 3.3). More specifically, a class-specific CFB is designed for each class in the training set to discriminate that class from all the other classes, and thus a set of class-specific CFBs is obtained for all classes and employed to extract features. During the test stage, for a face image in the test set, after the multi-subregion division procedure, a feature vector is extracted based on CFBs. Finally, a nearest neighbor classifier is employed for classification.
Design Process of a CFB
Assume that there are N training images and C classes in the training set. We aim to design a CFB for class c (c = 1, 2, · · · , C). The design process of a CFB for class c is shown in Fig. 3 .
First, we define the overall correlation output (O[n]) of a CFB as:
where x m is the raw feature vector of the m-th face subregion; h m,c is a correlation filter corresponding to the m-th face subregion for class c; M is the number of face subregions in a face image; '⊗' stands for the correlation operator.
According to the Fourier transform theory [30] , the above equation can be re-written in the frequency domain, that is: According to Eq. (2), the overall origin output energy (E I ) for impostor training samples of class c can be derived as: 
filters corresponding to M face subregions, and
where Σ c is the covariance matrix which effectively encodes the relationships among M different face subregions.
The average overall origin peak (P A ) for authentic training samples of class c can be expressed as:
where O A j,c [0] represents the overall origin correlation output corresponding to the j-th authentic training sample of class c; N c is the number of authentic training samples of class c.
Using the vector representation, the right side item of Eq. (6) can be converted as:
where
) T is the raw feature vector corresponding to the m-th face subregion of the j-th authentic training sam-
which contains M different face subregions of the j-th authentic training sample, and
where m c is the mean of all authentic training samples of class c.
Therefore, in order to maximize the average overall origin peak for authentic training samples while minimizing the overall origin output energy for impostor training samples, we employ the quotient form by combining Eqs. (4) and (7), that is,
As we can see, J(g c ) is the generalized Rayleigh quotient [14] which reaches its maximal value when Σ c is a non-singular matrix. Unfortunately, Therefore, to resolve the singularity problem of Σ c , we add a regularized term to Eq. (9). As a result, the optimization criterion becomes
Based on some matrix operations [14] , the solution of Eq. (10) is
Once g c is computed, all of the correlation filters h m,c (m = 1, 2, · · · , M ) can be obtained simultaneously for class c. In this paper, g c is termed as the Correlation Filter Bank (CFB), since it consists of multiple correlation filters corresponding to different face subregions. Fig. 4 illustrates the typical correlation outputs of a CFB for an authentic test sample and an impostor one. As shown in Fig. 4 , for an authentic test sample, the CFB can produce a sharp peak, while the correlation output has no discernible peak for an impostor test sample. 
Feature Extraction Based on CFBs
After obtaining a set of CFBs (a CFB is designed by optimizing Eq. 
can be obtained by
where {h 1,c , h 2,c , · · · , h M,c } is the CFB for class c; x m is the raw feature vector of the m-th face subregion; C is the dimension of the global feature vector (which is equal to the number of face classes in the training set) and M is the number of face subregions in a face image.
Classification Rule
After the feature extraction step for both training set and test set, we need to design a classifier for final classification. Note that the design process of a CFB is to produce a correlation peak only for the authentic samples for the class of interest, which means that the maximal value criterion, i.e., the class index of the maximal component in the feature vector, can be used as the classification rule. Thus the label of a test sample can be given according to
where y = (y [1] , y [2] , · · · , y[C]) T is the extracted feature vector corresponding to the test face image.
On the other hand, the cosine similarity measure based nearest neighbor classifier can also be employed for classification. The cosine similarity measure is shown as follows:
where || · || represents the L 2 norm. The cosine similarity measure calculates the angle between two vectors and is not affected by their magnitudes.
The cosine similarity measure based nearest neighbor classifier is widely used in face recognition [32, 33] . In [20] , it has been shown that the cosine similarity measure performs better than both L 1 norm and L 2 norm distance measures in most face recognition experiments. One reason is that [33] , when an unseen sample in the test set is projected onto the feature space, the novel variations in the sample are inclined to evenly affect the projected scale on each component of the features. Thus the variations make more influence on the L 1 norm and L 2 norm distance measures (since they are affected by the scale differences [34] ) rather than the angle between two vectors (i.e., the cosine similarity measure). Therefore, the cosine similarity measure, which is invariant to changes in scale, is more effective to perform the nearest neighbor search in the feature space for face recognition.
As a matter of fact, compared with the maximal value criterion, the nearest neighbor classifier based on cosine similarity measure has two main advantages: 1) It explores the information in all components of the feature vectors in both training and test sets, which is beneficial for classification; 2)
It can be applied to standard face recognition test protocols (such as FERET [35] and CAS-PEAL [36] ). According to these protocols, the subjects in both gallery and probe sets can be the unseen classes (which do not exist in the training set). In such a case, each component in the extracted feature vectors obtained by MS-CFB characterizes the identity similarity between a training class and the unseen classes. Thus, the maximal value criterion is not valid for classifying the unseen classes, while the nearest neighbor classifier (comparing the feature vectors in the gallery and probe sets) can be used.
The Complete Algorithm
In the previous subsections, we have developed all ingredients for a robust face recognition algorithm. Now we put them together to yield a complete Multi-Subregion based CFB (MS-CFB) algorithm for face recognition (as detailed in Fig. 6 ).
Discussion
The advantages of the proposed MS-CFB algorithm over the related Output: A feature matrix Y train of the training data.
Step 1 : Divide all face images into M blocks of the same size and construct the training data matrix X train (see Section 3.1);
Step 2 : Do for c = 1,· · · , C: Step 3 : Compute the feature matrix Y train based on the sum of the inner products between X train and {g c |c = 1, 2, · · · , C} via Eq. (12) .
Test Stage:
Input: A test image; and a feature matrix Y train of the training data.
Output: The class label of the test image.
Step 1 : Divide the test face image into M blocks of the same size and construct the test data x test (see Section 3.1);
Step 2 : Compute the feature vector y test based on the sum of the inner products between x test and {g c |c = 1, 2, · · · , C} via Eq. (12);
Step 3 : Assign the class label to the test image by using the nearest neighbor classifier with the cosine similarity measure based on y test and Y train . It is worth mentioning that a CFB becomes an unconstrained correlation filter when a whole face image without division (i.e., M = 1) is considered.
Compared with the constrained correlation filters, such as OTF [20, 15] and OEOTF [21] , the generalization capability of the unconstrained correlation filter is greatly improved since the hard constraints are removed during the filter design process. In fact, a CFB with M = 1 can be viewed as an unconstrained extension of an OEOTF which concentrates on the origin peaks.
However, the main differences between a CFB and an OEOTF are: 1) A CFB is designed based on the spatial domain while an OEOTF is represented in the frequency domain. Therefore, traditional Fourier transforms are not required during the design process of a CFB; 2) Compared with an OEOTF that is a single filter, a CFB consists of multiple filters corresponding to different face subregions. A CFB is more robust in dealing with pose variations (by dividing a whole face image into multiple subregions) than an OEOTF.
Experiments
In this section, we present extensive experimental results on various public face databases to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed algorithm. In 
The Competing Algorithms and Experimental Settings
To evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm, we select several popular algorithms for comparisons, including the baseline Eigenface [5] , Fisherface [16] , OTF-based [20] and OEOTF-based [21] CFA , Sparse
Representation based Classification (SRC) [3] , and the state-of-the-art localbased FE algorithms including Block-FLD [37] , Cascaded LDA (C-LDA) [11] , Hierarchical Ensemble Classifier (HEC) [4] , Block-based Bag-Of-Words (BBOW) [13] , and Patch-based Collaborative Representation based Classification (PCRC) [8] .
Each image in the face databases is normalized to extract a facial region that contains only the face. Specifically, the normalization for each image contains the following steps: firstly, the centers of the eyes are manually annotated; secondly, rotation and scaling transformations align the centers of the eyes to predefined locations and fixed interocular distances; finally, a face image is cropped and resized to the size of 80 × 88 pixels. Histogram equalization is then applied to all face images for photometric normalization.
The reduced dimension of the PCA subspace in CFA is set to N − 1,
where N is the number of training samples. The value of the parameter λ in SRC is set to 0.001 (which is the same as [8] In this paper, we focus on the SSS problem, which is one of the most challenging issues in face recognition [2, 8] . This problem arises when the number of the samples is smaller than the dimension of the facial feature space. In many real-world applications, the number of training samples for each subject is very limited. Therefore, the discriminability of features under such a case is important to the final performance of a face recognition algorithm. To evaluate the effectiveness of different feature extraction algorithms to solve the SSS problem, the value of t is set to 2 ∼ 5 for all databases. In Section 4.5, we will discuss the case that the value of t is set to 1 for the SSPP problem in particular.
Determining the Optimal Parameters in MS-CFB
In MS-CFB, two parameters (i.e., the size of a face subregion s and the regularized parameter α) have an influence on the recognition accuracy. If the size of a face subregion is too large (e.g., it contains the whole face region), MS-CFB does not take advantage of local-based feature extraction.
On the contrary, if the size of a face subregion is too small, MS-CFB becomes sensitive to face alignment. Similarly, the regularized parameter should also be carefully set. The purpose of regularization is to reduce the high variance related to the estimation of the covariance matrix [38] , which is caused by the SSS problem.
To determine the optimal values of these two parameters (i.e., s and α) for MS-CFB, we use the AR database [39] for evaluation. The AR database contains over 4,000 face images of 126 subjects (70 men and 56 women). The AR database characterizes the divergence from ideal conditions by incorporating various facial expressions (neutral, smile, and scream), illumination changes (left light on, right light on, and both sides' light on), and occlusion modes.
It has been used as a testbed to evaluate the face recognition algorithms.
A subset that contains 120 subjects (each subject has 14 images) with only facial expression and illumination changes is used in our experiments (see Fig. 7 for some examples). Therefore, we choose the size of a face subregion to be 16 × 11 and the value of α to be 0.6 for MS-CFB in all following experiments.
Robustness to Illumination Variations
One of the most fundamental challenges in face recognition is significant facial appearance variations due to illumination changes. In this section, we evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm against illumination variations on two popular face databases, i.e., the Multi-PIE database [40] and the FRGC database [41] .
The Multi-PIE database contains more than 750,000 images of 337 subjects captured in four sessions with variations in pose, facial expression, and illumination. A subset that contains 68 subjects (each subject has 22 images) with various illumination changes is used. Specifically, we use the frontal pose images (i.e., the c27 subset) under 11 different illumination conditions (i.e., f01, f03, f05, f07, f09, f11, f13, f15, f17, f19, f21) with the ambient lights on/off. Fig. 9 shows the face images of one subject on the Multi-PIE database. The FRGC (Face Recognition Grand Challenge) database consists of controlled images, uncontrolled images and three-dimensional images for each subject. We select a subset containing 6,000 images of 300 subjects (20 images for each subject) from the FRGC database. The face images in this subset are captured in both controlled and uncontrolled conditions with severe illumination variations. Fig. 10 shows the face images of one subject on the FRGC database used in our experiments. worse performance than MS-CFB (cos). The reason is that MS-CFB considers the local FE step and the combination of different face subregions as a whole, which effectively overcomes the disadvantages of the conventional fusion strategies (e.g., the majority voting used in PCRC, the weighted sum of local facial features used in HEC, and the concatenation of local features used in BBOW) employed in local-based FE algorithms.
Robustness to Pose and Facial Expression Variations
In this section, we evaluate the influence of pose and expression variations on the performance of the proposed algorithm by using two representative face databases, i.e., the FERET database [35] and the LFW database [42] .
The FERET database is a standard face database for evaluating the performance of face recognition algorithms. A subset of the FERET database, which includes 1,400 images of 200 subjects (each subject has 7 images), is used. It is composed of the images whose names are marked with twocharacter strings: "ba", "bj", "bk", "be", "bf", "bd", and "bg" (see [35] for more details), as shown in Fig. 11 . This subset involves challenges, such Fig. 13 for an example. In our experiments all face images are aligned only according to the manually annotated eye positions, as in [21, 34] . When handling the frontal face images, most face subregions between training samples and test samples, corresponding to specific facial structures (such as eyes, mouth), can be aligned, which makes our algorithm work well. However, when matching face images with large pose variations, the performance of our algorithm drops. This is because the face alignment method employed in our work is not effective enough so that the blocks with the same spatial layout are not well-aligned in this case, which leads to low correlation values between face subregions and the corresponding correlation filters. Therefore, a more effective face alignment technique can improve the performance of our algorithm, especially for handling images with large pose variations.
Face Recognition on Databases with a Single Sample Per Person
In this section, we test the performance of the competing algorithms on all above-mentioned databases with a Single training Sample Per Person (SSPP) [2, 44] (which is an extreme case of the SSS problem that severely challenges conventional face recognition algorithms). In such a case, supervised learning techniques, such as LDA [16] , may not be applicable since the intra-subject information cannot be obtained from one training sample. One possible solution is to use a generic training set. For instance, Su et al. [45] proposed an Adaptive Generic Learning (AGL) algorithm, which is specially is also interesting to observe that MS-CFB (cos), DMMA, and PCRC obtain better recognition results than AGL and ADA in most databases.
Note that the results obtained by some competing algorithms (such as DMMA [47] , PCRC [8] , AGL [45] , and ADA [46] ) in our experiments are different from the reported results. This is because that the experimental settings in our paper and the original papers are different. For instance, in the original papers [47, 8] The recognition rates obtained by the different algorithms on the CAS-PEAL R1 database are given in Table 7 . It can be seen that MS-CFB (cos) achieves the recognition rates with at least 6% higher (on an average) than the other competing algorithms. Fisherface obtains the worst recognition rates (which are much lower than the recognition rates obtained by Eigenface). The generalization capability of Fisherface is poor because the number of training samples for each class is small. BBOW obtains much worse performance than HEC and C-LDA. The reason is that the codewords learned in stages by these algorithms on the CAS-PEAL R1 database. As shown in Table 8 , the computational time of the proposed MS-CFB used for training is higher than that of the other algorithms. However, the computational time of MS-CFB used for recognition is comparable to that of the other algorithms (and the proposed MS-CFB achieves more accurate recognition rates when it is compared with these competing algorithms on the CAS-PEAL R1 database). As the training stage is usually performed offline, the computational complexity of the proposed algorithm will not constrain its applications to real-world tasks.
Automatic Face Recognition
In the above experiments, the facial part in each image is cropped and resized into the size of 80 × 88 based on manually annotated eye positions.
However, in many real-world applications, a robust face recognition system should be a 
Discussion
From the above-mentioned experimental results, we can see that the proposed MS-CFB with the cosine similarity measure can achieve better recognition accuracies than most competing algorithms to handle the SSS problem.
There are two reasons why MS-CFB achieves superior performance: 1) MS-CFB partitions each face image into multi-subregions and an effective learning algorithm (i.e., CFB) is applied to explore discriminative local features which are more robust to variations caused by facial expression, illumination, and pose; 2) MS-CFB extracts discriminative features in a class-specific manner, while the others extract features in a generic way.
It is worth remarking upon the performance comparisons between different algorithms.
(1) Eigenface, which is based on PCA, extracts the most representative features in terms of the minimal mean squared error. However, PCA is not optimal for the classification problem, which results in less effectiveness of Eigenface in face recognition. On the contrary, MS-CFB emphasizes the correlation outputs for authentic samples while suppressing the outputs for impostor samples. Therefore, MS-CFB can extract discriminative features which effectively distinguish different classes.
(2) The projection vector obtained by Fisherface discriminates all classes.
One problem of Fisherface is that it is not able to effectively discriminate two classes close to each other since large class distances are often overemphasized (which is also known as the class separation problem [50] ). In contrast, the projection vector of MS-CFB focuses on the separation between one specific class and all the other classes. As a result, MS-CFB can alleviate the class separation problem.
(3) Compared with CFA, where the correlation filter is designed in the frequency domain, the CFB used in MS-CFB only employs the feature representation in the spatial domain which improves the computational efficiency by removing the traditional Fourier transforms during the design process of a CFB. Furthermore, different from the commonly used OTF and OEOTF (which are the constrained correlation filters), the design of a CFB removes the hard constraints by using the unconstrained form so as to increase the generalization capability of the filter bank.
(4) While most FE algorithms are required to select the optimal reduced dimension (ORD) [51] , MS-CFB does not need to determine the ORD, thus improving the convenience. This is because the dimension of the feature vector obtained by MS-CFB is a fixed value (which is equal to the number of classes in a training set). Moreover, compared with popular local-based FE algorithms (such as HEC and PCRC), where the local FE step and the combination of local subregions are performed as two independent processes, MS-CFB unifies these two processes in an effective framework.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we have presented an effective feature extraction algorithm 
